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The Birth of St. John the Baptist 

Circumstances surrounding his birth, 
Oprah’s birth, my birth and yours 

  

Today is the feast of John the Baptist, one of three 

birthdays that our Church celebrates. The other two are 

the birthdays of Jesus’ and Mary’s.  All other feast days 

are celebrated on the day of death of the saint—his/her 

birthday in heaven. 
 

Circumstances surrounding John’s arrival into 
the world 
  

On this feast of the birthday of John the Baptist, it might 

be interesting for us to reflect on the circumstances 

surrounding our own arrival into the world.  But first let 

us ponder the circumstances of John the Baptist’s birth.  

His arrival into the world was filled with awe and 

mystery. 
  

•  When his mother, Elizabeth, conceived him, she was 

barren and beyond childbearing age.  So his conception 

was in a sense miraculous. 
  

•  Because John’s father, Zechariah, questioned and 

doubted the angel’s announcement, he was struck dumb.  

We can only imagine what kind of reaction that caused 

in his home and church community.  Perhaps Elizabeth 

rejoiced.  She might have thought, “Finally, he will have 

to listen to me.”   
  

•  We can also only imagine what kind of excitement—

and perhaps apprehension—Elizabeth and Zechariah 

felt knowing that their child was a ‘miracle child’ given 

that God sent one of his angels to announce his arrival. 
  

•   During Elizabeth’s pregnancy, her cousin Mary came 

to visit her with some astounding news of her own.  We 

are told that when the two mothers-to-be met, John leapt 

for joy in his mother’s womb. 
  

•  When the time came to circumcise the child and name 

him, everyone thought that the boy would be named 

Zechariah after his dad.  But both Elizabeth and 

Zechariah were very clear that the child would be called 

John, a name which means “God has shown favor.” 
  

•  All of these special circumstances caused the relatives 

and neighbors to ask: “What, then, will this child be?”  

For surely the hand of God is upon him. 

 

•   After Zechariah signed that John was to be the name, 

he received back his gift of speech. 
  

Of course, we all know that John was indeed a special 

child.  He grew up to fulfill a very special role in the 

salvation of humankind. He became the herald of the 

Messiah, the one who would prepare the hearts of God’s 

people to receive Jesus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances surrounding Oprah’s arrival 
into our world 
  

In July 2001, in her magazine called O, Oprah had an 

article entitled What I Know for Sure.  She writes: 
  

Think back for a moment on your history—not just 

where you were born but the circumstances that 

contributed to your being here. Consider what you 

believed about yourself based on what others told you 

directly and indirectly, since 93 percent of 

communication is through nuance and action, not 

words. How were you treated? That is what defined how 

you experienced the world—both the moments when you 

felt valued and wanted and the moments when you felt 

wounded and sure you’d never be fulfilled. Though 

you’ve probably had times when you didn’t want to 

press on, you have survived your path. You are still here, 

still standing—and what an amazing journey your life 

has been. 
  

No matter who we are or where we live, we all have our 

own journey. Mine began the moment I was conceived 

out of wedlock to Vernon Winfrey and Vernita Lee, who 

happened by an oak tree one April afternoon in 1953 in 

rural Mississippi. Their onetime union, not at all a 

romance, brought about the unwanted pregnancy that 

was me. Relatives tell me that my mother concealed her 

pregnancy until the day I was born—so no one was 

prepared for my arrival. There were no baby showers, 

none of the anticipation of delight that I see in the faces 

of my expectant friends who rub their swollen stomachs 

with reverence.  My birth was surrounded with regret, 

shame, and hiding. 
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Reflection question:  What speaks to you most 
about the circumstances surrounding the birth of 
John the       Baptist?  
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I marvel at what it must feel like to be born into a world 

where people lovingly greet you and celebrate your 

arrival.  As far back as I can recall, I felt the need to 

show that I belonged here—the need to prove my worth.  

I worked hard. I got A’s. I became an orator, won 

speaking contests, earned scholarships. The words I 

heard Jesse Jackson say at an assembly when I was 16 

became my mantra:  “Excellence is the best deterrent to 

racism.  Excellence is the best deterrent to sexism.  Be 

excellent.” I was in my mid-thirties before I realized that 

just being born makes you worthy enough to be here.  I 

had nothing to prove. 
 

Even if you lived through a childhood more challenging 

than my own, there is one irrefutable law of the 

universe:  We are each responsible for our own life—no 

other person is or even can be.  Like me, you might have 

experienced things that caused you to judge yourself 

unworthy.  It’s important to know why and how you were 

programmed to feel the way you do so you can do the 

work of changing the program. That is one of the most 

important challenges of your life—to heal the wounds of 

your past so you don’t continue to bleed.  Until you do, 

you are literally dragging the weight of your past into 

your present. And that makes it nearly impossible to 

move forward. 
 

What I know for sure is that your life is a multipart series 

of all your experiences—and each experience is created 

by your thoughts, intentions, and actions, to teach you 

what you most need to know. Your life is a journey of 

learning to love yourself first and then extending that 

love to others in every encounter. How can you travel 

on that road without fear?  Whenever I’m faced with a 

difficult decision, I ask myself: What would I do if I 

weren’t afraid of making a mistake, feeling rejected, 

looking foolish, or being alone? Remove the fear, and 

the answer comes into focus. 
 

If you’re holding anyone else accountable for your 

happiness, you’re wasting time. You must be fearless 

enough to give yourself the love you didn’t receive.  

Begin noticing how every day brings a new opportunity 

for your growth.  How buried disagreements with your 

mother show up in arguments with your spouse. How 

unconscious feelings of unworthiness appear in 

everything you do and don’t do.  All these experiences 

are your life’s way of making itself whole—sometimes 

whispering, often screaming. Pay attention. Every 

choice gives you a chance to pave your own road.  Keep 

moving. Full speed ahead. 
  

Oprah’s story is pretty marvelous considering her 

beginnings. As I reread her story in this column, I think 

that abortion was legal in 1953, there is a good chance 

Oprah would never have seen the light of day. One 

wonders how many marvelous lives were never allowed 

to share their gifts with the world since the legalization 

of abortion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Circumstances surrounding our arrival into the 
world 
 

I am sure that people could tell interesting stories about 

their arrival into the world.  Some of the stories would 

be like John’s, filled with awe and mystery, while others 

would be consumed with pain and sadness like Oprah’s. 
 

My mother had five children. Four of her pregnancies 

were not just difficult but life-threatening. After the 

birth of her second child (my older brother), my mother 

received the last rites and her doctor told her: “If you 

conceive another child, don’t call me!”  In those days in 

Ireland, no one used any form of birth control other than 

the rhythm method. I sometimes wonder what my 

mother must have been thinking when she allowed 

herself to conceive three more children: myself, my 

younger sister, and brother. She died four months after 

the birth of her last child. In a very real way, she 

sacrificed her life that we would be born. 
 

My sister, a widow at 45, has raised four great kids. 

Until her retirement, she was a super dedicated nurse 

with great compassion for the poor. My youngest 

brother is a devoted physician. He was the editor of a 

prestigious medical journal for seven years and travels 

the world giving lectures on his area of medicine.   Then 

there is myself—just trying to be a good pastor to a large 

and great congregation.  
 

If my mother had lived today, I wonder if she would 

have done something to avoid having more children 

after the birth of her second child. Who knows? What 

we do know is that God has a plan for our lives. What 

we also know is that his ways are sometimes very 

strange and can seem very awful. God’s plan for Jesus’ 

life, especially for its last week, was pretty awful. Yet in 

some strange way, it leads to the salvation of all who 

open their hearts to God and his strange ways. Trying to 

get on board with God’s plan may be one of the most 

difficult challenges of our lives.  
 

One of my favorite one-liner prayers is: “Holy Spirit, 

help me to discover and become the person you created 

me to be.” What can help us to discover and become the 

person God wants us to become? Two helps: 

Reflection question: What spoke to you most about 
Oprah’s story?   
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(1)Prayerful reflection on the events and circumstances 

of our lives, asking the Holy Spirit to help us understand 

the meaning of past and present encounters and 

experiences; (2) Spiritual direction, counseling, or 

talking to a wise and insightful friend who can help us 

to see our lives in a way that we are not seeing them. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a blessed week, 
  

 

Reflection questions: 
 

What about you? What were the circumstances 

surrounding your birth? Were you planned or a 

surprise? Was your pregnancy an easy or hard one 

for your mother? Were you conceived inside or 

outside of wedlock? Were you welcomed and 

celebrated?  What are other circumstances 

surrounding your birth that you may never have 

shared with another? 


